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net behavior in a finite linear
hexanuclear molecule†

Felix Houard, a Frederic Gendron, a Yan Suffren, a Thierry Guizouarn,a

Vincent Dorcet,a Guillaume Calvez, a Carole Daiguebonne,a Olivier Guillou, a

Boris Le Guennic, a Matteo Mannini b and Kevin Bernot *ac

The careful monitoring of crystallization conditions of a mixture made of a TbIII building block and

a substituted nitronyl-nitroxide that typically provides infinite coordination polymers (chains), affords

a remarkably stable linear hexanuclear molecule made of six TbIII ions and five NIT radicals. The

hexanuclear units are double-bridged by water molecules but ab initio calculations demonstrate that this

bridge is inefficient in mediating any magnetic interaction other than a small dipolar antiferromagnetic

coupling. Surprisingly the hexanuclears, despite being finite molecules, show a single-chain magnet

(SCM) behavior. This results in a magnetic hysteresis at low temperature whose coercive field is almost

doubled when compared to the chains. We thus demonstrate that finite linear molecules can display

SCM magnetic relaxation, which is a strong asset for molecular data storage purposes because 1D

magnetic relaxation is more robust than the relaxation mechanisms observed in single-molecule

magnets (SMMs) where under-barrier magnetic relaxation can operate.
Introduction

Single-chain magnets (SCMs)1,2 are molecules whose magnetic
relaxation is conned in one dimension. An efficient SCM
combines a strong interaction between its anisotropic spin
carriers with a good magnetic insulation from the neighboring
chains.3–5 At low temperature, such topologic and magnetic
congurations give rise to a correlation length between spin
carriers that can be considered as a 1D magnetic domain on
which magnetic information can be encrypted.6

The design of new SCMs with enhancedmagnetic behavior7–16

relies on the use of coordination chemistry tools and can be
performed in two ways. First, the selection of metal centers and
their surrounding ligands permits an optimization of the
magnetic behavior of the SCMs by enhancing the magnetic
anisotropy of the metal ion and/or the ratio between intra- and
interchain magnetic interactions.17–19 Second, a careful tuning of
the organic ligands can provide new properties to the magnetic
chains such as luminescence,20–22 photomagnetic behavior,23–25
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magnetic switching,14,26–29 magneto-electric coupling,30,31 magne-
tochiral dichroism,32 spin helicity,33 or gelation ability.34,35 We
have explored this second strategy recently using TbIII ions and
nitronyl-nitroxide radicals36–48 substituted by alkyl chains. We
showed that the chains of formula [(Tb(hfac)3)6(-
NITPhOHexyl)5(H2O)2]n (with hfac� ¼ hexauoroacetylacetonate
and NIT-Ph-O-Hexyl ¼ 2-(40-(hexyloxy)phenyl)-4,4,5,5-
tetramethylimidazolin-1-oxyl-3-oxide) can be organized in the
crystal packing to form chiral supramolecular nanotubes of
single-chain magnets.49 In this paper, we report how chains can
be converted into nite hexanuclear species (latter called hex-
anuclears) with an enhanced SCM behavior.
Results and discussion
Hexanuclear formation process

The compound is obtained by the reaction of equimolar
amounts of NIT-Ph-O-Hexyl with Tb(hfac)3$2H2O in boiling
heptane (see ESI† for details). The reaction mixture crystalizes
aer three days at ambient temperature.

Usually very thin needle-like light green crystals of chains
appear but in some rare cases we noticed that plate-like
crystals polymorph could be observed during crystal growth
(Fig. 1 and S1†). Needle and plates have chemical similarities
since they share the same vibrational bands and became quickly
amorphous when removed from the mother solution (see
Fourier Transform Infra-Red spectroscopy (FTIR) and Powder X-
ray Diffraction (PXRD), Fig. S2 and S3†). Aer a careful
screening of the crystallization conditions, we observed that
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 10613–10621 | 10613
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Fig. 1 (top left) Possible crystallization mechanism of the hex-
anuclears; (top right) picture of crystals of chains obtained in dry
atmosphere; (bottom) observation of the progressive changes
observed in the crystallization batch where needles (chains) disappears
and plates are formed (hexanuclears) under water-saturated condi-
tions (�10 magnification). Fig. 2 (From top to bottom with solvent molecules, hydrogen and

fluorine atoms omitted) Representations of the asymmetric unit;
simplified magnetic backbone that highlight the coordination poly-
hedra; representation of the stacking interactions; representation of
the easy axes of the magnetization for the TbIII ground state on the
model compound of the hexanuclear (see ESI†).

Fig. 3 Representation of two neighbouring hexanuclears that stand
along the [502] direction, together with the H-bond network between
the terminal water molecules highlighted. Tb–Tb distance is 6.05 Å
and O/H distance is 2.22 and 2.33 Å (fluorine and hydrogen atoms
omitted for clarity). (Inset) Representation of the easy axes of the
magnetization for the TbIII ground state in the dimer model that
simulates the extremities of the hexanuclears (see ESI†).
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moisture triggers the predominance of plates over needles:
crystals of chains always appear rst and can be converted into
plates in 3 days of slow evaporation if humidity level is high
enough (Fig. 1). Based on this observation we have been able to
obtain pure batches of plate-like crystals, by conducting crys-
tallization in water-saturated condition in closed vials (see
ESI†). Accordingly, what was an awkward by-product in the
synthesis of chains, could be rationally investigated.

Crystal structure of the hexanuclears

Crystal structure determination on plate-like crystals suggests
the formation of TbIII hexanuclears of formula [(Tb(hfac)3)6(-
NITPhOHexyl)5(H2O)2]$CHCl3$C7H16. They crystallize in
a monoclinic system, space group P21/n (Tables S1 and S2,†
Fig. 2, S3 and S4†). The asymmetric unit is made of ve NIT
radicals that alternate with six Tb(hfac)3 units to form a linear
molecule ended by water capped Tb(hfac)3 units.

All TbIII ions are eight coordinated by eight oxygen atoms (six
from the hfac� ligands and two from NIT radicals) excepted
terminal Tb1 and Tb6 ions where one radical is substituted by
a water molecule. Coordination polyhedra are D2d triangular
dodecahedra for Tb1, Tb2, Tb3, Tb4 and Tb5 (the rst two are
also close to D4d square antiprism) and D4d square antiprism for
Tb6 (Table S3†). Tb-Orad distances are in the range of 2.36–2.41 Å
and shortest intramolecular distance between TbIII ions within
themolecule is 8.40 Å. These values are close to the ones reported
on chains and highlight the chemical similarities between the two
derivatives.

Molecules based on b-diketonate and NIT units usually host
numerous p-stacking interaction pathways.50 This is again
observed here and inter-centroid distances in the hexanuclears
are similar to the one observed in chains (dp–p ¼ 3.4–3.9 Å) but
with more tilted orientations (a¼ 9.6–24.3�, except for Tb4–Tb5
rings where a ¼ 3.7–4.2�) indicating potentially weaker p-
interactions.
10614 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 10613–10621
The terminal water molecules of two consecutive hex-
anuclears interact two-by-two in a very similar way as the one
observed in the crystalline Tb(hfac)3 dihydrate.51,52 This inter-
action is tailored by the strong Lewis acidity of the Tb(hfac)3
units that favour interaction between the electron-poor water
oxygen atoms of two neighboring molecules. This induces an
intermolecular Tb–Tb distance of 6.05 Å that is shorter than the
mean value of the intramolecular one (8.40 Å). This will be a key
point for the investigation of the magnetic properties of the
hexanuclears.

Overall, this non-covalent bonding between consecutive
units, coupled with the symmetry operations of the P21/n space
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Comparison of the hexanuclears and the chains49 (from top to
bottom with solvent molecules, hydrogen and fluorine atoms
omitted): representations of themolecules with the asymmetric unit as
dotted square; representation of the crystal packing along and
perpendicular to the propagation direction of the molecules ([502]
direction for the hexanuclears, -axis for the chains).
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group generates a supramolecular arrangement of hexanuclears
along the [502] direction (Fig. 3 and 4). Perpendicularly to this
direction, shortest Tb–Tb interchain distance is 11.33 Å. This
excludes any intermolecular magnetic interactions between the
molecules as well as long-range magnetic ordering. Finally, one
chloroform and one heptane molecules per asymmetric unit are
found (Fig. S4†).

It is worth comparing the nite hexanuclear molecules ob-
tained here with the previously reported chains.49 At a rst
glance, one could think that the chains form rst and that water
molecules cut it in special points to form the nite molecule.
However, no obvious “cutting point” can be found on the chains
using either the symmetry operation of the space group, the
number of repeating asymmetric unit, the Tb coordination
polyhedron or the calculated easy-magnetic axes orientation
(Fig. 4).

One can also compare the two crystallization routes (Fig. 1):
(i) the transformation of chains into hexanuclear units is not
strictly a single-crystal-to-single-crystal transformation because
it occurs in the mother solution. So, it is likely that the chains
decompose and then the presence of water triggers the crys-
tallization of the hexanuclear compounds; (ii) hexanuclear can
be obtained directly from the mother solution if the crystalli-
zation is conducted in water-saturated conditions. The chain
crystals (needles) are not observed but directly the hexanuclear
units (platelets).

The crystal packing is also very different (Fig. 4). Hex-
anuclears are water bridged along the [502] direction and then
further stack one over the other. This contrasts with what seen
on chains where supramolecular interaction between chains
induce a helicity and constrain them to be wrapped eleven by
eleven to form supramolecular nanotubes that further stack in
a hexagonal lattice.

It can be noted that, as far we tested it, variation of the
stoichiometry, the temperature or humidity conditions does not
allow controlling the nuclearity of the molecule because as soon
as humidity is present during the crystallization, hexanuclears
are obtained. This suggests that this species is particularly
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
stable on the thermodynamic point of view. This is rather
surprising because linear polynuclear molecules usually tend to
form wheels to gain in stability53 even when combined in larger
edices.54

Stability of the hexanuclears: thermal and luminescent
characterization

The hexanuclears single-crystals quickly became amorphous
when taken off the mother solution. This is due to solvent loss
as 10% of the cell volume (Vvoid ¼ 2577 Å3 for a 1.2 Å kinetic
radius) is lled with n-heptane and chloroform molecules that
quickly evaporate. Despite losing their long-range order and
diffracting power, crystals are still robust and can be collected
easily. Indeed, SEM images show that crystals are still observ-
able under vacuum conditions (Fig. S1†) and don't collapse into
a powder. This is probably because the main intermolecular
contacts between the hexanuclear units are via their alkyl
chains, not with the crystallization solvent molecules.

However, to check that a reliable magnetic measurement can
be performed on these amorphous compounds, coupled FTIR
spectroscopy and thermogravimetric and thermodifferential
analyses (TGA/TDA) have been performed on freshly dried
amorphous crystals (Fig. S5 and S6†). They show that the
compound is stable up to 124 �C (coordinated water molecules
departure) and that no other signicant gas emission is
observed below 200 �C. This sustains the hypothesis that the
fast amorphization is due to crystallization solvent loss (chlo-
roform and heptane) and that the molecular skeleton of the
compound is preserved at room temperature (no gas emission
before full decomposition of the compound at high
temperature).

The chemical integrity of the compound can be conrmed
using luminescence measurements. Such measurements
provide a very sensitive estimation of the stability of NIT-TbIII

based compounds49 because both uncoordinated reactants emit
in the visible: a line-shaped green emission for the uncoordi-
nated Tb(hfac)3 unit (because of the efficient antenna effect of
the b-diketonate ligand)55 and a broad red emission for the NIT
radical.56,57 When the two molecules are coordinated, TbIII

emission is quenched while the NIT radical emission is blue-
shied by metal–ligand charge transfer (MLCT).57,58 This is
what we observed here with no emission of the free TbIII ion and
a blue-shied NIT radical emission (Fig. 5), indicating the effi-
cient Tb-NIT coordination and the absence of uncoordinated
TbIII and NIT radical. Moreover, the optical signature of the
hexanuclears is different from the ones of the chains (Fig. S7†).

All these thermal and luminescent investigations unambig-
uously demonstrate that the hexanuclears are preserved upon
crystal amorphization and that magnetic investigation can be
trustily performed.

Static (dc) magnetic properties

The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
cM has beenmeasured on polycrystalline sample under static eld
(HDC¼ 1000 Oe). It shows a cMT(300K) value of 72.02 emu Kmol�1,
close to the theoretical value cMT(300K) ¼ 72.795 emu K mol�1
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 10613–10621 | 10615



Fig. 5 Solid-state excitation spectra at 77 K (lem ¼ 715 and 700 nm)
and emission spectra between 77 and 300 K (lex¼ 372 and 380 nm) for
the uncoordinated radical (dark to light blue dotted curves) and the
hexanuclears (brown to yellow full line curves).
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expected for 6 TbIII ions and 5 uncoupledNIT radicals (with gS¼ 2,
S¼ 1

2, gJ¼ 3/2 and J¼ 6). By decreasing the temperature, this value
slightly increases until 50 K then sharply reaches a maximum of
cMT(dc) ¼ 199.65 emu K mol�1 at 3.5 K. This increase is followed
by an abrupt drop due to saturation effects. Hence, amore reliable
maximum of cMT(ac) ¼ 289.54 emu K mol�1 is observed at 2 K for
n ¼ 0.019 Hz (HAC ¼ 3 Oe oscillating eld). The saturation is also
conrmed by the magnetization curve recorded at 2 K that rises
very quickly as the eld is applied to reach a value of 29.4 mB at 50
kOe (Fig. S8†), slightly lower than the theoretical saturation value
expected on a polycrystalline sample (Ms ¼ 32.0 mB). A last
conrmation arises from specic heat measurement that does not
show any divergence of the specic heat capacity (Cp) in the low
temperature region as it can be observed in the presence of long-
range magnetic ordering (Fig. S9†).
Theoretical description of the hexanuclears and magnetic
coupling

The magnetic anisotropy of each of the TbIII centers can be
determined by considering either [Tb(hfac)3(NIT)2] units for the
central TbIII ions (Tb2, Tb3, Tb4, Tb5) or [Tb(hfac)3(NIT) (H2O)]
units for the terminal TbIII ions (Tb1, Tb6) (see ESI for
computational details and models Fig. S10†).

The calculated relative energies of the states deriving from
the 7F6 level of the Tb3+ ion in the model compounds, and the
associated EPR g-factors (for the states exhibiting a pseudo-spin
S ¼ 1

2) are given in Table S4.† In all model compounds, the
ground state (GS) corresponds to a non-Kramers doublet that
derives formally from the MJ states �6 of the 7F6 level. More
precisely, the nature of these states results from an admixture
by the crystal-eld of the different MJ states. The calculated
contributions for the GS wave-function are given in Table S5.†
The MJ ¼ �6 state is the dominant contribution, but a sizable
one is calculated from the MJ ¼ �4 state. Interestingly, the
contribution of the MJ ¼ �6 state into the GS wave-function
differs signicantly between the six model compounds, in
10616 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 10613–10621
agreement with the small differences observed in the rst
coordination sphere of the TbIII ions (Table S3†).

The [Tb(1)-NIT2]
2� model compound has the lowest MJ ¼�6

contribution (76%), leading to the smallest value for the parallel
component of the EPR g-factors (gk ¼ 16.58). By comparison, the
[Tb(5)-NIT-H2O]

� model compound exhibits a GS with a EPR g-
factor of 17.26 because of the largest contribution (91%) of MJ¼
�6 into the wave-function. This is linked with a trend in the
modication of the energetic splitting. In [Tb(2)-NIT2]

2�,
a relatively small energy gap of 16 cm�1 is calculated between
the GS and ES1, whereas this energy gap increases to 85 cm�1

for [Tb(5)-NIT-H2O]
�. The overall splitting of the 7F6 level also

differs between the six building blocks of the hexanuclears, with
calculated splitting of 361 and 388 cm�1 for [Tb(5)-NIT-H2O]

�

and [Tb(6)-NIT-H2O]
�, respectively, whereas splitting of 431,

470, 486 and 527 cm�1, are calculated for Tb(1), Tb(2), Tb(4),
and Tb(3), respectively.

The orientation of the easy axes of the magnetization for the
GS of the six model compounds is shown in Fig. 2 and reveals
different orientations. The GS of the model compounds exhibits
large magnetic anisotropy, characterized by extremely large
parallel components of the EPR g-factors (c.a. 17) and perpen-
dicular components equal to zero. For comparison, a pure MJ ¼
�6 state would possess a parallel component of 18.0.

For the central Tb centers (Tb2, Tb3, Tb4, Tb5), the easy axis
goes mostly along the NIT-Tb-NIT direction as observed on the
chains. A very different scenario is observed for the terminal Tb1
and Tb6 atoms. As already observed by some of us on mono-
nuclear molecules59 Tb1 and Tb6 magnetic axes are perpen-
dicular to the Tb-O(water) direction and the plane of the water
molecule. The coordinated water is the driving force for the
localization of the easy-magnetic axes.

The calculated magnetic susceptibilities and magnetization
for the six model compounds are shown in Fig. S11.† At room
temperature, very similar cMT values of ca. 11.6 cm3 Kmol�1 are
calculated for all complexes. Due to a non-magnetic ES1 in
[Tb(6)-NIT-H2O]

�, the decrease in magnitude of cMT is stronger
at very low temperature than in the other compounds. On the
other hand, the presence of a very low-lying ES1 in [Tb(1)-
NIT2]

2� and [Tb(2)-NIT2]
2� leads to calculated magnetizations

at 2 K that do not reach saturation at 5 Tesla, whereas for the
other model compounds, the calculated magnetizations satu-
rate at 4.5 mB.

On 3d-based chains, straightforward ab initio calculations of
intrachain coupling constants have been recently reported60 but
are unlikely to be directly applicable on the hexanuclears.
Indeed, the reliable determination of magnetic interactions on
Ln-NIT compounds would require the use of state-of-the-art
wave function-based calculations (CASSCF/DDCI) that are
challenging even on isolated NIT-YIII-NIT molecules.61 More-
over, the modelization of the magnetic interaction pathways is
trickier here because SCMmade of NIT radicals and lanthanide
ions are known to host nearest (NIT-Ln) and next-nearest (Ln–
Ln, and NIT–NIT) neighbor magnetic interactions, the latter
being stronger than the former.46 Last, the very large asym-
metric unit of the hexanuclears (6 TbIII ions and ve radicals)
complicate further the study and does not allow for a reliable
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Scheme 1 Representation of the intermolecular magnetic interac-
tions between a given hexanuclear (red) and its neighbors (grey)
parallel or perpendicular to the [502] direction (interaction mediated
via the water bridge as full black arrows and through-space interac-
tions as dotted blue arrows).

Fig. 6 (Top) Temperature dependence of cMT for the hexanuclears
measured with Hdc ¼ 1000 Oe (black circles) and reconstructed from
ac measurements with Hdc ¼ 0 Oe, Hac ¼ 3 Oe, n ¼ 0.01 Hz (black
dots). In inset, a zoom in the low temperature region with the ac data
for frequencies from n ¼ 0.01 Hz (black) to 1500 Hz (blue).
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determination of all of the intramolecular magnetic
interactions.

On the intermolecular point of view two main interaction
pathways can be considered (Scheme 1): perpendicular (dotted
arrows) or along the [502] direction (full arrows). For the rst
case, the Tb–Tb distance is >11 Å so signicant magnetic
interaction can be discarded. For the second one, Tb–Tb
distance is 6.05 Å and hexanuclear units are water bridged by
the terminal water molecules (Fig. 3). Even if specic heat
measurements demonstrate that no 3D magnetic ordering is
observed, it is crucial to determine the nature and value of
a potential interaction to assess if the compound behaves as an
alternating chain of coupled hexanuclear units or if hex-
anuclears are more or less magnetically isolated.

We used the dimer model (Fig. S10†) to calculate the
magnetic susceptibility as a function of the temperature
(Fig. S12†). At low temperature, the decrease of the cMT product
is reinforced by a small intramolecular antiferromagnetic (AFM)
interaction between the two Tb3+ ions. Magnetic exchange is
neglected because of the large Tb–Tb distance and the isotropic
dipolar contribution of the AFM interaction is found of ca.
�0.11 cm�1. This value can be readily understood by the almost
collinear orientation of the easy magnetic axes as shown on
Fig. 3.

Supramolecular interactions are efficient to build SCMs
based on 3d metal ions62,63 whereas they are not with 4f ions
because of the inner character of their orbitals. Accordingly, the
very small dipolar coupling observed between Tb1 and Tb6 ions
is unlikely to be strong enough to propagate a correlation length
beyond the hexanuclears because it is several orders of magni-
tude smaller than the ones operating in the molecule as
demonstrated on similar NIT-based compound.37,46–48,61

Accordingly, the divergence of the cMT at low temperature
(Fig. 6) can be ascribed to the creation of a correlation length
that is conned within each hexanuclear.

When the temperature is lowered the cMT product varies as
cMT ¼ Ceff exp(Dx/kBT) where Ceff is the effective Curie constant,
kB the Boltzmann constant and Dx the correlation energy
required to create a domain wall that can be extracted from dc
or ac measurements (Dx(dc) or Dx(ac), respectively). These values
were estimated at Ceff ¼ 66.86 emu K mol�1 and Dx(dc) ¼ 6.9 �
0.1 K (R2¼ 0.99842) (Fig. S12†). TheDx(dc) value is comparable to
the one observed on the chains derivative (Dx(dc) ¼ 5.5 � 0.5 K)
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
(Table 1). We performed diamagnetic doping of the hex-
anuclears by YIII or LuIII ions to evaluate statistically the
dimension of the correlation length. SEM/EDS measurements
showed expected Tb/Y or Tb/Lu ratio when pointing at large
areas. But as soon as local measurements were taken in spot
mode very strong discrepancies occur as a sign of segregation
between hexanuclear units made of Tb and others of Y/Lu ions.
Consequently, this approach has been dismissed.
Dynamic (ac) magnetic properties

Clear out-of-phase susceptibility (cM00) signal is observed in
absence of dc eld at 2 K (Fig. 7, S14–S15†). The magnetic
relaxation accelerates when Hdc is increased as expected for an
SCM (Fig. S16†).64,65 This is the opposite in-eld behavior as the
one observed on ferromagnetically-coupled SMM24 that would
present an increase of cMT at low temperature but an enhanced
in-eld dynamic magnetic behavior.

The out-of-phase susceptibility cM
00 shows frequency

dependence up to 6 K, characteristic of slow relaxation of the
magnetization66 with no broadening as one would observed if
the six crystallographically independent TbIII ions were not
correlated enough and relaxed independently.

The corresponding relaxation times s were extracted using
a generalized Debye model67,68 and tted according to an
Arrhenius law s ¼ s0 exp(Deff/kBT) where Deff is the effective
energy barrier (Table S6†).69

The relaxation dynamics of SCMs is ruled by two thermally
activated processes that correspond to the nite- and innite-
magnetic chains when compared to the correlation length.70,71

Their effective energy barriers can be expressed respectively as
DF ¼ DA + Dx(ac), and DI ¼ DA + 2Dx(ac) (with DA the anisotropic
contribution of the TbIII ion and Dx(ac) the correlation length
extracted from dynamic magnetic measurements). In our case,
the nite-regime is characterized by DF/kB ¼ 24.4 � 0.5 K with
sF ¼ (1.1 � 0.2) � 10�6 s (R2 ¼ 0.99884), while for the innite-
regime, DI/kB ¼ 27.7 � 0.1 K with sI ¼ (2.7 � 0.1) � 10�7 s
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 10613–10621 | 10617



Table 1 Summary of the main magnetic values for chains49 and hexanuclears

Chains Hexanuclears

Dx(dc) (K) 5.5 � 0.5 6.9 � 0.1
DI/kB (K)/sI (s) 29.6 � 0.5/3.4 � 0.5 � 10�8 27.7 � 0.1/2.7 � 0.1 � 10�7

DF/kB (K)/sF (s) 25.5 � 0.2/2.4 � 0.3 � 10�7 24.4 � 0.5/1.1 � 0.2 � 10�6

Dx(ac) (K) 4.1 � 0.7 3.3 � 0.6
T* (K) 2.1 2.4
n (dc and ac) 17; 5 18; 3
a (at 1.8 K) 0.615 0.374
Hc (Oe) 2400 4100
MR (mB/%Msat) 2.09/38% 19.83/62%
TB (K) 1.39 � 0.02 1.34 � 0.03

Fig. 7 ac magnetic measurements measured on the hexanuclears
(Hdc ¼ 0 Oe, Hac ¼ 3 Oe): (top) frequency dependence of the out-of-
phase (cM00) susceptibility; (bottom) temperature dependence of the
out-of-phase susceptibility.

Fig. 8 (Top) Arrhenius plots of hexanuclears (circles) and chains (dots)
with fitting of the finite (blue) and infinite-size (red) regimes; (middle)
scheme of the relaxation regimes for a 3 spin correlation; (bottom)
hysteresis at 0.5 Kmeasured with a field sweep rate of 15 Oe s�1 for the
hexanuclears (orange) and chains (black).

Chemical Science Edge Article
(R2 ¼ 0.99989), with a crossover temperature between the two
regimes at T* ¼ 2.4 K (Fig. 8). Hence, the correlation energy
Dx can be estimated as Dx(ac) ¼ DI � DF ¼ 3.3 � 0.6 K. This
value is rather small but is in line with what found on the chains
derivative. Dx can be linked to the average number n of the
correlated magnetic anisotropic units through n z 2x z
exp(Dx/kBT*). Using Dx(ac) and given the small values and the
large condence interval, n is comprised between 3 and 5. This
is in agreement with the observation of both nite and innite
regimes in this hexanuclear molecule (n ¼ 6).
10618 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 10613–10621
An extended Debye model16 is applied to determine the
distribution (a) of the relaxation times (Table S7†). As
a reminder, the a value for an ideal relaxation dynamic tends
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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towards zero (all the molecules share the same single relaxation
time s) while it is 1 for a totally disordered relaxation scheme. In
our case, a spread from 0.16 at 4 K to 0.37 at 1.8 K (Fig. S17†)
and only one semi-circle is observed ruling out the possibility of
an SMM behavior as several relaxations should be observed
because the six TbIII ions show different crystal-eld splitting
and different MJ contributions to the ground-state wave-
function. Additionally, 97% of the sample relaxes slowly at 1.8 K
(1 � (cs/cT) ¼ 97% with cs and cT the adiabatic and the
isothermal susceptibility, respectively).

The ability of the hexanuclears to store a magnetic informa-
tion is evaluated by its magnetic hysteresis measurements
(Fig. 8). At 0.5 K, a broad opening of the magnetic hysteresis
loop is observed (coercive eld Hc ¼ 4100 Oe, remnant
magnetization Mr ¼ 19.83 mB, 67% of the saturation value). The
hysteresis is closed at 2 K (Fig. S18†). Within this range of
temperature, the relaxation dynamics is ruled by the nite-size
regime and the blocking temperature TB in our operating
conditions (magnetic eld sweep rate of 15.5 Oe s�1, with a sexp
¼ 21.3 s) can be estimated considering the modied Arrhenius
equation TB ¼ DF/[kB ln(sexp/sF)] ¼ 1.34 � 0.03 K.

It is then clear from all magnetic measurements that the
hexanuclears, despite being nite molecules, behave as SCM
because they are molecules longer than the correlation length
Dx they are hosting (Fig. 8). Interestingly, this difference
between molecule length and correlation length is big enough
to allow for the observation of nite and innite relaxation
regimes in the hexanuclears. This shows that spin-reversal can
occur at an extremity of the molecule (nite regime) but as well
on central position (innite regime).

Hexanuclears show an enhanced SCM behavior when
compared to chains. Indeed, they show a magnetic hysteresis
that is steeper with Hc and MR values almost doubled (Fig. 8). A
dynamic magnetic relaxation with similar activation energies
but slower relaxation times is also observed (Table 1). The
reason for this optimized magnetic behavior could reside in the
quality of the intra-molecular magnetic coupling between
chains and hexanuclears because TbIII magnetic anisotropies are
almost similar between chains and hexanuclears. Chains are
curled innite molecules while hexanuclears form linear
arrangements of nite molecules (Fig. 4). This second
arrangement could favor efficient overlap of magnetic orbitals
in the hexanuclears.

Conclusions

This study reports the investigation of what was a randomly
appearing by-product of molecular chains and its rational
synthesis into stable and pure batches of linear hexanuclear
molecule. Its formation is triggered by moisture condition and
the so-called hexanuclear shows an SCM behavior. Indeed, we
demonstrate that a nite linearmolecule can behave as an SCM if
its length is big enough when compared to its magnetic corre-
lation length. Additionally, by comparing the hexanuclears with
their previously reported innite counterparts, the chains, we
show that the SCM behavior is enhanced in the former. This
nding is important in the search for temperature- and air-stable
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
molecules for new molecular data storage devices. Indeed, SCMs
host a robust magnetic relaxation that, contrary to the one
observed on SMM, is not affected by under-barrier magnetic
relaxation. Accordingly, the hexanuclears are promising candi-
dates for surface deposition because they combine a good
chemical stability with an SCM magnetic relaxation. This is
a strong asset as molecules are far simpler to deposit on surfaces
than chains that are insoluble by nature. Indeed, their deposition
relies on their partial destruction to form nite objects with large
and uncontrolled length distribution. On the contrary, the use of
hexanuclears could be a way to form deposits of monodisperse
SCM and enhance their ability to self-organize on surface.
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